Charles Michael Murray
Laguna Beach | CA | 949.306.9640 | Charles@CMMstudio.com
Bryan Bentrott - CEO
Summit Development Corporation
Newport Beach CA

“I have known Charles since 1987 and I can always count on
the finest work from this detailed oriented professional focus.
Charles is equally skilled at photography, web design, site plans
and branding/brochures. Charles completed our first corporate
brochure for Master Development Corporation (“MDC”) and
photographed all our completed buildings throughout southern
California. I would describe Charles with the following three
words: “accurate, professional and responsive.” I am confident
you will be very pleased with his work....”
Peyman Rashtchi - CEO
SuperColor Digital
Los Angeles | Las Vegas | Dallas | San Francisco | Orlando - USA

“Charles’ photography was put to the test to document Super
Color Digital’s recent work for the LA Auto Show. We have not
done anything like this before and Charles took the reins and
created exactly what we had in mind. With his still photos and
video, Charles documented our work with such professional and
high quality images, we highly recommend him his services. His
still photos were readily used in our company’s newsletter and
on-line SuperShots.”

Dick Ward - CEO / Creative Director
Dick Ward Advertising & PR
Trabuco Canyon / Fallbrook CA

“...Charles is a very gifted photographer and a superb art
director with great skills in layout, design and computer
technology. We’ve worked together on numerous brochures,
print advertising, newsletters and web sites for a variety
of clients, and Charles has always worked tirelessly and
with great skill to ensure that all projects are elegant,
attractive, effective and delivered on time and on budget....I
recommend him to you most highly without reservation...”

Rosanna Dalat - General Manager
METRO POINTE at SOUTH COAST / ARNEL PROPERTIES
Costa Mesa CA

“Allow me to take this time to compliment you on the
wonderful job you did capturing images of our retail centers;
especially our premium center, Metro Pointe at South Coast,
located in Costa Mesa, California. Your professionalism and
flexibility in meeting our timetable and completing the job on
schedule is much appreciated....I can highly recommend your
business and will be using your services again in the future...”

Steve Nelson - CEO

Craig Thomas - CEO / Creative Director

TOKISTAR LIGHTING
Anaheim CA

C. Marshal Thomas Advertising
Santa Ana CA

“...Charles Michael Murray is a valuable asset to
TOKISTAR for several years...Since our main audience
is the architectural community, it is imperative all of our
brochures and photographs are of pristine quality. He has
provided stellar service to us as a photographer, created
a complete line of brochures for our products, and
modernized our web site...”

“...My working relationship with Charles Murray began when I
was then the owner and creative director of an advertising &
design firm. Charles photography services were provided for ad
campaigns and client presentations, among which, our agency
received numerous Addy Awards. Our repetitive and almost
exclusive use of Charles’s services were not only based upon
his talent yet also his ability to understand the concept we were
intending to convey and his willingness to collaborate....”
John Creel - CEO

I look forward to working with you...!

BESG Bio-Energy Solutions Group
Newport Beach CA
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“...Charles handles my print to digital marketing tools. He is also
an outstanding photographer handling projects from corporate
identity, sporting goods and people on national and international
advertising projects...A history of a few of the clients include
SALOMON, HEAD, MARKER, THULE, CLEVELAND GOLF,
VAURNET, ZIARI, SMITH OPTICAL and many BESG and others...”
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